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and and I'm saying
what would happen if we live by faith
and we had this prophetic culture
where we're actually calling people
not just calling people
but we're calling people future present
we're calling the
you know the
the drug addict
the the drug pusher the
the retrograde
we're calling him great
and then we're inviting him
or her into their divine destiny yes
we're creating thorough ways in the spirit
I could see this vision right now
that we're creating highways
highways where there's no stop lights
in the spirit
there's no stop lights
are you with me
there's no stop signs
it's like somebody gets a word
but then they come into our culture
and I think this church is gonna be famous okay
you should write this down
this church is gonna be famous for taking broken people
and making great people out of them Isaiah 61
I see it written over the door
the spirit of the Lord God is upon you
for the Lord is anointing you to preach the good news
the afflicted
bind up the broken heart speak
release the captain



freedom prisoners
farewell year of the Lord
the day of vengeance of god
to grant all those who mourned Zion
and give him a Gar instead of ashes
a mantle praise instead of a spirit of fainting
that they might be called oaks of righteous
planting of the Lord
that he may be glorified
now here's verse 4 the verse that you're
you're you're trying to live out you are living it out
verse 4 says that then they shall return
who who is they
the people who are broken
oppressed captives
the ash people
right they got beauty for ashes
those people
the morning people
they got joy
those few then they shall rebuild
then they shall return
they shall rebuild the ancient rooms
they shall raise up
the former devastations and rebuild room cities
like the people who are the builders
the rebuilders of rune cities were the people who
had the first three verses of Isaiah
but I think the Danny
Silks of the world are gonna fill this place
the former drug acts
like I see a great wave of evangelism
leading to cultural transformation
like I see the next five years
as this place is gonna fill up with people
who are broken
but you're gonna know them
future present
that they won't even be running with
you won't even know their past



if you're with me


